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Future Risks and Fragilities for Financial Stability

Report on the ICFR-SUERF 
conference held in London 

on 8th March, 2012
By Stefano Pagliari, ICFR, London

Richard Reid, Director of Research at ICFR welcomed 
the speakers and participants at the conference held in 
Friends House, Euston Road, London and expressed his 
enthusiasm for the ICFR/SUERF partnership in organising 
this important conference on the key issue of fi nancial 
stability. Explaining the reason for the conference he 
suggested that the regulatory response to a crisis may 
have the effect of setting the parameters for the next. It is 
starting from this insight that this conference, organised 
jointly by the ICFR and SUERF, on “Future Risks and 
Fragilities for Financial Stability,” explored what the next 
pressure points for fi nancial stability might be, how these 
may arise from the response to the last fi nancial crisis, and 
how the industry and the regulators can prepare for them.

In order to discuss this theme, the conference brought 
together a select group of academics, industry practitio-
ners and policymakers to discuss a range of connected 
issues, mainly incentives and market discipline, regula-
tion, competition and shadow banking, and size and 
structure of business models.

The paper presented by Clive Briault (Senior Adviser, 
KPMG) discussed the role of incentive structures in dri-
ving the conduct of the fi nancial sector in the run-up to 
the crisis. During this period, the fi nancial sector fre-
quently responded to incentives originating outside the 

fi nancial sector itself, such as global imbalances, loose 
monetary policies, and loose fi scal policies, as well as tax 
incentives. These external incentives interacted with, and 
were magnifi ed by, incentives internal to the fi nancial 
system, such as the targeting of return on equity and a 
reliance on short-term remuneration packages. The crisis 
also demonstrated how the impact of these incentives 
within fi nancial institutions can survive the combined 
scrutiny of management, internal control systems, inter-
nal audit, as well as the discipline imposed by fi nancial 
markets, for a signifi cant length of time. Briault discus-
sed different approaches to strengthen those incentives 
faced by fi nancial fi rms and their management that see-
med to have gone missing ahead of the crisis, as well as 
ways to encourage fi rms to internalise their negative ex-
ternalities. The fi nal part of Briault’s presentation discus-
sed the regulatory response to the crisis and highlighted 
how there is signifi cant scope for well-intended regulato-
ry initiatives to generate perverse incentives. These are 
 already visible in the reaction of banking institutions see-
king to implement Basel III, but also in the conduct of 
regulators who tend to be excessively risk-averse in order 
to meet their statutory objective.

The second paper, presented by Professor Alistair Milne
(Professor of Financial Economics, Loughborough Uni-
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versity) suggested a more hopeful view of the role that 
market discipline can play in promoting the safety and 
soundness of the fi nancial sector. According to Milne, 
the failure of market discipline in the lead-up to the crisis 
could be attributed to the failure in making information 
available to investors in an appropriate form. Existing 
international accounting standards fail to provide a com-
plete view of the situation of fi rms as complex as major 
international banks, while the performance measures 
upon which investors rely to assess the performance of 
fi nancial institutions, such as return on equity and related 
techniques of economic capital allocation, have proved to 
be inadequate.

Building upon this analysis, Milne discussed the need to 
supplement international accounting standards and exis-
ting performance measures with additional disclosures to 
allow investors to better understand the internal functio-
ning of banks. More specifi cally, Milne advocated the 
creation of an “open-source” banking system, allowing 
investors to request, and to obtain on demand, complete 
information on bank exposures along any appropriate 
 dimension so as to enable comparison to be made 
 between different fi nancial institutions. In order to achie-
ve this objective, Milne endorsed the shift towards “con-
tingent reporting”, expecting banks to be responsible for 
providing relevant information at reasonably short notice 
to either regulators or to investors, as well as the esta-
blishment of a private sector disclosure council to 
 determine such contingent disclosures, and regular stress 
testing as demanded by the same investors.

Patricia Jackson (Ernst & Young LLP) discussed the 
implications that Basel III and other recent regulatory 
 reforms have on the “shadow banking” sector. Jackson 
argued that the request for banks to increase the quantity 
and quality of equity capital against different activities 
will have deep behavioural impacts in the business mo-
dels of banks, which are already meeting their new obli-
gations by retreating from different lending activities. 
Conversely, with banks capital constrained, hedge funds 
are already moving into lending activities alongside pri-
vate equity fi rms, asset manager and lending between 
companies. Jackson raised the issue of the extent to 
which this expansion in fi nancial intermediation occur-
ring within the shadow banking sector is sustainable. 
While macroeconomic or regulatory changes may force 
a contraction in some lending channels, this shortfall in 
the shadow banking sector will not necessarily be met by 
an expansion in the balance sheet of banks, which remain 

constrained by the newly-imposed capital and leverage 
 ratios, as well as by the new liquidity ratios. This reduc-
tion in the provision of credit to the economy may nega-
tively affect the real economy.

The proposal presented by Jackson to avoid this outcome 
is to regenerate the securitisation market around stricter 
rules and standardised structures to prevent the failures 
that characterised these markets in the past. However, ac-
cording to Jackson, measures to restart the securitisation 
markets are unlikely to succeed without the intervention 
of regulatory authorities, for instance by allowing fi nan-
cial institutions to count securitisation as part of the 
 liquidity pool under Basel III.

Vicky Pryce (FTI Consulting) discussed the issue of 
competition in the fi nancial system, and the extent to 
which this will be affected by recent regulatory reforms. 
Increasing competition within the fi nancial sector was 
one of the explicit goals that informed the work of the 
UK’s Independent Commission on Banking, which iden-
tifi ed different measures to enhance the level of competi-
tion in the UK. According to Pryce the impact of these 
measures on the level of competition is uncertain and the 
level of competition within the UK banking sector may 
not change signifi cantly over the next few years.

According to Pryce, the outcome is not necessarily a ne-
gative one. While the promotion of competition is gene-
rally associated with greater effi ciency of markets, in the 
case of fi nance this objective needs to be weighed against 
other concerns such as ensuring the stability of vital 
functions, services and the protection of consumers. At 
the present moment, allowing existing fi nancial instituti-
ons to recover may be a greater priority. Moreover, accor-
ding to Pryce, both theory and empirical evidence remain 
ambiguous regarding the nature of the payoff  between 
fi nancial stability and competition, and some countries 
with heavily concentrated banking sectors have weathe-
red the fi nancial crisis better than other less concentrated 
countries. Indeed, the level of concentration in the fi nan-
cial sector should not be equated with the lack of compe-
tition, which still remains possible amongst a small num-
ber of incumbents.

The paper presented by Professor David Llewellyn 
(Loughborough University and the Vienna University of 
Economics and Business) explored the evolution of bank 
business models before and after the crisis. Indeed, a 
complex two-way causation exists between business mo-
dels and regulatory policies where the change in business 
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models over time is infl uenced by, and in turn infl uences, 
the content of regulatory policies. This is the ‘endogenei-
ty’ problem. Regulatory policies such as the original Ba-
sel Agreement, together with other factors, contributed to 
an important evolution in bank business models, creating 
incentives for banks in the years before the crisis, inclu-
ding the movement of assets off their  balance sheet, and 
an increasing reliance on securitisation and on credit risk 
shifting instruments, and a departure from the traditional 
business model where banks accept originated loans and 
accept the risk in their balance sheet. Some of the by-
products of this change in business models, such as an 
over-reliance on wholesale funding and increased ge-
aring into higher risk assets, have been closely associated 
with the origin of the fi nancial crisis.

According to Llewellyn, the fi nancial crisis has genera-
ted new pressures upon banks to further adjust their busi-
ness models. The unique conditions in the markets gene-
rated by the fi nancial crisis, as well as changes in the 
regulatory environment, have generated a massive tight-
ening in credit conditions and a contraction in the inter-
bank markets, and forced the European Central Bank 
(ECB) to become a semi-permanent fi nancer of commer-
cial banks in Europe. According to Llewellyn this model 
is unsustainable. Indeed, while it is still unclear how the 
adjustment process will take place, Llewellyn argues that 
the crisis will be transformational although banks are un-
likely to converge on a single business model: diversity in 
business models will continue.

Other challenges for fi nancial stability that may emerge 
from the crisis were discussed by a panel including  David 
Lascelles (Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation), 
Emil Levendoğ lu (HM Treasury) and Thorsten Beck 
(Tilburg University). In his discussion, Beck pointed to 
the risks emerging from the growth in the size of the 
 fi nancial sector relative to the rest of the economy, argu-
ing that there may be no additional benefi t from the 
growth of fi nancial lending after a certain level. Accor-
ding to Beck, regulatory policies should not be designed 
with the objective of avoiding bank failure, but rather of 
ensuring that bank failures do not create signifi cant costs 
for the rest of the economy. Finally, Beck discussed the 
benefi ts of cross-border banking, and argued that to pre-
serve fi nancial stability policymakers may be forced to 
choose between increasing the international coordination 
of regulatory policies and segmenting cross-border bank-
ing activities.

Emil Levendoğlu discussed the reforms being introduced 
to redesign the British regulatory architecture. Levendoğlu 
highlighted how the novelty of certain regulatory measures 
(such as the implementation of macro-prudential frame-
works) should lead policymakers to be cautious and avoid 
running too quickly before having ensured the develop-
ment of the right tools. Similarly, in the design of a new 
regulatory framework it is important to keep in mind 
how overly detailed prescriptions could create the wrong 
incentives.

Lascelles in his remarks discussed what the major sources 
of future risks are as perceived by the banking community. 
While the macroeconomic environment and the Eurozo-
ne crisis are perceived as the major present risks,  followed 
by the sovereign and consumer credit risk, regulation 
also continues to be perceived by banks as a high risk 
area given the costs it imposes and the competition issues 
it generates. However, this perception is not shared by 
market players outside of the banking community which 
continue have a more positive view of regulation.

In conclusion to the conference, Michael Saunders 
 (Citigroup) spoke on the challenges for fi nancial stability 
that are emerging in this phase from the overall econo-
mic outlook. The global economic outlook is currently 
threatened by the interaction of three different processes: 
the deleveraging taking place in the private sector, the 
deleveraging by the public sector, and the existing weak-
nesses in the banking system. Indeed, the extent of these 
challenges is clearly tied to the size of the credit boom 
before the crisis, a process whose origins can be found in 
the regulatory policies introduced over that period.

Given the major costs that credit boom/bust cycles pose 
in terms of bank recapitalisation costs, as lost jobs, busi-
ness failures, and public spending, Saunders concludes 
that one of the major aims of economic and regulatory 
policies should be that of dampening credit cycles and of 
minimising the losses that result from them.

According to Saunders policymakers need to pay close 
attention to credit, housing and balance sheets during the 
boom. Sharp rises in debt and leverage are warning signs 
that should not be overlooked. Policy makers need to act 
to dampen this through monetary tools, as well as 
through the use of different macroprudential regulatory 
tools such as variable capital weights and LTV ratios, as 
well as through traditional monetary policy instruments. 
Saunders also called for ending the tax advantages of 
debt fi nance. However, these lessons have not been fully 
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learnt yet. In his concluding remarks, Saunders called on 
policymakers to be more forceful in demanding banks to 
recognise their losses and recapitalise in a timely man-
ner, while not allowing them to aggressively deleverage 
to meet capital targets.

The conference was concluded by Barbara Ridpath, 
Chief Executive of ICFR, and Catherine Lubochinsky, 

President of SUERF. They thanked the speakers, chair-
persons and the participants for their contributions to a 
very interesting event. Catherine Lubochinsky expressed 
the hope that this successful joint venture between the 
two organisations would lead to further collaboration in 
the future.
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Jean Pierre-Danthine* Vice-President 
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Axel Weber*, Vice Chairman, UBS
Jean-Charles Rochet*, Prof. of Banking, Uni. 
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1: The role of monetary and fiscal policy
2:  Bank lending, alternative financing, 

capital structure and growth
 3:  Resolution of banks or states, bail outs 

and contagion
13.00 Lunch

14.00  Commission Work – Session 2
1: The sovereign debt crisis and Eurobonds
2:  Government bonds: risk, performance 

and liquidity
 3:  Bank ownership, performance and supply 

of credit
15.30 Coffee Break

16.00  SUERF Marjolin Lecture
Chairperson: Urs W. Birchler
Money and Banking in Times of Crisis
Lorenzo Bini Smaghi*, formerly ECB
Followed by Q&A

17.30 SUERF General Assembly
19.30  Official Colloquium Dinner

Dinner Speaker: Axel Weber, 
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09.00  Commission Work – Session 3
1: Monetary and fiscal policy
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 3: Safety nets and government intervention
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11.00  Commission Work – Session 4
1: Taxation issues
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supervisors in times of crisis
12.30 Lunch
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Commissions
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  Benoit Coeuré, European Central Bank

D. Wilson Ervin, Crédit Suisse
Yves Robert-Charrue*, CEO, Bank Julius Baer
Stephen Cecchetti*, Chief Economist, BIS 
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15:45  Presentation of the Marjolin Prize by 
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